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95% TUNGSTEN RANGE

The Mission Kronos consists of a straight barrel and radius
nose. Across the length of the barrel radial grooving is
contrasted by the striking ocean blue titanium nitride
PVD coating located within the parallel milled cuts and
Iso-Grip. The dart is completed by the inclusion of the
Mission logo, laser etched into the rear of the barrel.

Model 1
Available Weights: 21g, 23g, 25g
Match Weighted to ± 0.05g

STEEL TIP DARTS
3

95% TUNGSTEN RANGE

The Mission Kronos features a bull nose transitioning into a
parallel front section which then narrows through a ﬁne radius
into the rear. Radial grooving is accentuated by the stunning
ocean blue titanium nitride PVD coating along the parallel
milled cuts and Iso-Grip. The Mission logo is subtly laser
etched into the very rear of the barrel.

Model 2
Available Weights: 22g, 24g, 26g
Match Weighted to ± 0.05g

STEEL TIP DARTS
4

95% TUNGSTEN RANGE

The Mission Kronos consists of a slender torpedo design
and radius nose with a variety of radial grooves featuring
throughout. The tapered rear portion of the dart incorporates
Mission’s new Iso-Grip technology and laser etched Mission
logo. The parallel milled cuts at the front ,and alternating
isogons in the rear section are highlighted by a visually
stunning ocean blue titanium nitride PVD coating.

Model 3
Available Weights: 22g, 24g, 26g
Match Weighted to ± 0.05g

STEEL TIP DARTS
5

95% TUNGSTEN RANGE

The Mission Kuro features a straight barrel design with a bull
nose. Radial grooves feature throughout the length of the dart.
Re-machined grooves and milled cuts then provide a striking
contrast against the black titanium nitride PVD coating,
further enhanced by the laser etched Mission logo.

Model 1
Available Weights: 22g, 24g, 26g
Match Weighted to ± 0.05g

STEEL TIP DARTS
6

95% TUNGSTEN RANGE

The Mission Kuro beneﬁts from a fully contoured black titanium nitride
PVD coated barrel with a radius nose. Microgrips and radial grooves
are complimented by re-machined ﬁne shark cuts and intricate
parallel milled cuts. The Kuro is completed by the inclusion of the
Mission logo, laser etched into the rear of the barrel.

Model 2
Available Weights: 21g, 23g
Match Weighted to ± 0.05g

STEEL TIP DARTS
7

95% TUNGSTEN RANGE

The Mission Kuro is a black titanium nitride PVD coated dart that
tapers from the centre of the barrel to both the front and rear.
The radius nose transitions into radial grooves and then, in the
rear portion of the barrel, Mission’s Iso-Grip. The laser etched
Mission logo, accompanied by re-machined radial grooves
and milled cuts, ensure a striking visual impact from the Kuro.

Model 3
Available Weights: 22g, 24g
Match Weighted to ± 0.05g

STEEL TIP DARTS
8

95% TUNGSTEN RANGE

The Mission Kuro incorporates a torpedo barrel design that features
a long radius nose and tapers to the rear. The black titanium nitride
PVD coated dart includes radial and ﬁne shark cuts throughout
with contrasting re-machined milled parallel cuts across the length
of the barrel, alongside the laser etched Mission logo.

Model 4
Available Weights: 21g, 23g
Match Weighted to ± 0.05g

STEEL TIP DARTS
9

90% TUNGSTEN RANGE

The Mission Reiki consists of a radius nose leading into a slender taper
which progresses from the nose to the rear of the barrel. Across the
length of the barrel a variety of radial grooves are accentuated by the
stunning red electroplate ﬁnish, the signature of the Reiki dart. In
contrast to the vibrant red, parallel re-machined milled cuts feature
throughout. The dart is completed by the inclusion of the Mission
logo, laser etched into the rear of the barrel.

Model 1
Available in two weights: 23g, 25g
Match Weighted to ± 0.05g

STEEL TIP DARTS
10

90% TUNGSTEN RANGE

The Mission Reiki incorporates a torpedo design which features,
across the whole length of the barrel, a variety of radial grooves.
These precision grooves are accentuated by the stunning red
electroplate ﬁnish, the signature of the Reiki dart. In contrast to
the vibrant red, parallel re-machined milled cuts feature
throughout. The dart is completed by the inclusion of the
Mission logo, laser etched into the rear of the barrel.

Model 2
Available in two weights: 22g, 24g
Match Weighted to ± 0.05g

STEEL TIP DARTS
11

90% TUNGSTEN RANGE

The Mission Reiki consists of a straight barrel with a bull nose. Across
the length of the barrel a variety of radial grooves are accentuated
by the stunning red electroplate ﬁnish, the signature of the Reiki
dart. In contrast to the vibrant red, parallel re-machined milled cuts
feature throughout. The dart is completed by the inclusion of the
Mission logo, laser etched into the rear of the barrel.

Model 3
Available in three weights: 22g, 24g, 26g
Match Weighted to ± 0.05g

STEEL TIP DARTS
12

90% TUNGSTEN RANGE

The Mission Quadrant features a straight barrel design with a bull nose.
Radial grooves and precision parallel milled cuts combine in the central
region of the barrel to generate Mission’s new Quadrant Grip. A durable
black titanium nitride coating is located within the cuts, in sharp contrast
to the tungsten barrel. This stunning dart is completed by the Mission
logo, laser etched into the rear of the barrel.

Model 1
Available in two weights: 22g, 24g
Match Weighted to ± 0.05g

STEEL TIP DARTS
13

90% TUNGSTEN RANGE

The Mission Quadrant features a torpedo design with a radius nose.
Regions in both the front and rear of the barrel incorporate Mission’s
new Quadrant Grip. Radial grooves and precision parallel milled cuts
combine to generate Mission’s latest grip. A durable black titanium
nitride coating is located within the cuts, in sharp contrast to the
tungsten barrel. This stunning dart is completed by the Mission logo,
laser etched into the rear of the barrel.

Model 2
Available in two weights: 24g, 26g
Match Weighted to ± 0.05g

STEEL TIP DARTS
14

90% TUNGSTEN RANGE

The Mission Quadrant features fully contoured, front loaded design
leading into a straight rear section of the barrel. Radial grooves and
precision parallel milled cuts combine along the central region of the
barrel to generate Mission’s new Quadrant Grip. A durable black
titanium nitride coating is located within the cuts, in sharp contrast to
the tungsten barrel. This stunning dart is completed by the Mission
logo, laser etched into the rear of the barrel.

Model 3
Available in three weights: 21g, 23g, 25g
Match Weighted to ± 0.05g

STEEL TIP DARTS
15

90% TUNGSTEN RANGE

The Mission Quadrant features a straight barrel design with a bull nose.
Regions in both the front and rear of the barrel incorporate Mission’s
new Quadrant Grip. Radial grooves and precision parallel milled cuts
combine to generate Mission’s latest grip. A durable black titanium
nitride coating is located within the cuts, in sharp contrast to the
tungsten barrel. This stunning dart is completed by the Mission logo,
laser etched into the rear of the barrel.

Model 4
Available in three weights: 21g, 23g, 25g
Match Weighted to ± 0.05g

STEEL TIP DARTS
16

90% TUNGSTEN RANGE

The Mission Nightfall features a straight barrel design with a bull nose.
The ringed front and central region then progresses into a very ﬁnely tapered
rear, which incorporates an ultra ﬁne ringed grip. During its production the
barrel undergoes both black and blue electroplating, providing a sharp
contrast to the tungsten that’s exposed by our precision re-machining
process. Completed by the Mission logo, laser etched into the rear of
the barrel, the Mission Nightfall is visually stunning!

Model 1
Available in four weights: 21g, 23g, 25g, 27g
Match Weighted to ± 0.05g

STEEL TIP DARTS
17

90% TUNGSTEN RANGE

The Mission Nightfall features a straight barrel design and a tapered nose.
The ringed front and central region progresses immediately into a very ﬁnely
tapered rear, which incorporates an ultra ﬁne ringed grip. During production
the barrel undergoes both black and blue electroplating, providing a sharp
contrast to the tungsten that’s exposed by our precision re-machining
process. The Mission logo, laser etched into the rear of the barrel,
completes the stunning Mission Nightfall.

Model 2
Available in two weights: 22g, 24g
Match Weighted to ± 0.05g

STEEL TIP DARTS
18

90% TUNGSTEN RANGE

The Mission Nightfall features a dual taper barrel design with a bull nose.
The leading straight taper is ringed whereas the rear taper, which sees the
barrel narrow in the ﬁnal third, incorporates an ultra ﬁne ringed grip. During
its production the barrel undergoes both black and blue electroplating,
providing a sharp contrast to the tungsten that’s exposed by our precision
re-machining process. Finally, to complete this spectacular dart, the
Mission logo is laser etched into the rear of the barrel.

Model 3
Available in two weights: 23g, 25g
Match Weighted to ± 0.05g

STEEL TIP DARTS
19

90% TUNGSTEN RANGE

The Mission Nightfall features a fully contoured barrel and a long radius
nose. The ringed front and central portion of the barrel then progresses
into an ultra ﬁne ringed grip in the rear. During production the barrel
undergoes both black and blue electroplating, providing a sharp contrast
to the tungsten exposed by precision re-machining. Completed by the
Mission logo, laser etched into the rear of the barrel, the Mission
Nightfall is simply stunning!

Model 4
Available in three weights: 22, 24g, 26g
Match Weighted to ± 0.05g

STEEL TIP DARTS
20

90% TUNGSTEN RANGE

The Mission Axiom incorporates a torpedo design with a long
radius nose. Radial grooves are present along the entire length
of the barrel. Full length parallel milled cuts are highlighted by a
visually stunning ocean blue titanium nitride PVD coating. The
Mission logo, laser etched, features at the rear of the barrel.

Model 1
Available Weights: 21g, 23g, 25g
Match Weighted to ± 0.05g

STEEL TIP DARTS
21

90% TUNGSTEN RANGE

The Mission Axiom consists of a straight barrel with a bull nose.
Radial grooves are present along the entire length of the barrel.
Full length parallel milled cuts are highlighted by a visually
stunning ocean blue titanium nitride PVD coating. The Mission
logo, laser etched, features at the rear of the barrel.

Model 2
Available Weights: 22g, 24g, 26g
Match Weighted to ± 0.05g

STEEL TIP DARTS
22

90% TUNGSTEN RANGE

The Mission Axiom beneﬁts from a fully contoured front section
moving into a straight rear portion of the barrel. Radial grooves in the
leading area of the barrel feature ocean blue titanium nitride PVD
coating, as do the full length parallel milled cuts. Radial grooves
continue throughout the central and rear sections
of the dart before reaching the laser etched Mission logo.

Model 3
Available Weights: 21g, 23g, 25g
Match Weighted to ± 0.05g

STEEL TIP DARTS
23

90% TUNGSTEN RANGE

The Mission Axiom features a bomb design with radial grooved
cuts and parallel milled cuts in the central portion of the barrel.
The stunning ocean blue titanium nitride PVD coating within the
cuts contrasts spectacularly against the tungsten and the laser
etched Mission logo.

Model 4
Available Weights: 22g, 24g, 26g
Match Weighted to ± 0.05g

STEEL TIP DARTS
24

90% TUNGSTEN RANGE

The Mission Nero features a small bull nose moving into a fully
tapered front section and straight rear, with radial grooving
throughout. The barrel has a durable black titanium nitride PVD
coating. The striking visual effect is further enhanced by the
laser etched Mission logo and the re-machined parallel milled
cuts that reduce in size towards the tapered head of the dart.

Model 1
Available Weights: 21g, 23g, 25g
Match Weighted to ± 0.05g

STEEL TIP DARTS
25

90% TUNGSTEN RANGE

The Mission Nero consists of a straight barrel with a bull nose
and radial grooves throughout. The barrel features a black
titanium nitride PVD coating and undergoes re-machining to
incorporate additional radial grooves and parallel milled cuts
across its length. Finally the Mission logo is laser etched at
the rear of the barrel.

Model 2
Available Weights: 22g, 24g, 26g
Match Weighted to ± 0.05g

STEEL TIP DARTS
26

90% TUNGSTEN RANGE

The Mission Nero is a black titanium nitride PVD coated bomb
design with a large radius nose. The central portion of the dart
consists of detailed radial grooves, with re-machined parallel
milled cuts and further radial grooving. The rear portion of the
barrel features both the laser etched Mission logo and a large
region of superﬁne microcuts.

Model 3
Available Weights: 21g, 23g, 25g
Match Weighted to ± 0.05g

STEEL TIP DARTS
27

90% TUNGSTEN RANGE

The Mission Nero beneﬁts from a fully contoured front loaded
nose leading into a straight rear portion of the barrel. The black
titanium nitride PVD coated dart features various radial and
shark grooves alongside striking re-machined parallel milled
cuts. The Mission logo is laser etched into the rear of the
barrel, resulting in a stunning overall design.

Model 4
Available Weights: 22g, 24g, 26g
Match Weighted to ± 0.05g

STEEL TIP DARTS
28

90% TUNGSTEN RANGE

The Mission Rebus beneﬁts from a bull nose moving into a straight,
radial grooved, front section. A gradual radius, featuring radial grooves
and etched circular rings, narrows to a rear portion which consists of
radial grooves, parallel milled cuts and the laser etched Mission logo.

Model 2
Available Weights: 21g, 23g, 25g
Match Weighted to ± 0.05g

STEEL TIP DARTS
29

90% TUNGSTEN RANGE

The Mission Rebus features a straight barrel design incorporating
a bull nose. Radial grooves are enhanced with alternating
parallel milled cuts along the entire length of the barrel,
followed by laser etching of the Mission logo.

Model 3
Available Weights: 21g, 23g, 25g
Match Weighted to ± 0.05g

STEEL TIP DARTS
30

90% TUNGSTEN RANGE

The Mission Rebus consists of a bull nose moving into a straight
front section of radial grooves and varied intricate parallel milled
cuts. The large rear portion features scalloped ﬁne radial grooves
and is completed by the Mission logo, laser etched into the barrel.

Model 4
Available Weights: 22g, 24g, 26g
Match Weighted to ± 0.05g

STEEL TIP DARTS
31

90% TUNGSTEN RANGE

The Mission Spirit features a torpedo design with a radius nose.
There are two distinct regions of ultraﬁne radial grooving, including
micro-shark, along the length of the barrel and the laser etched
Mission logo is incorporated at the rear.

Model 1
Available Weights: 21g, 23g, 25g
Match Weighted to ± 0.05g

STEEL TIP DARTS
32

90% TUNGSTEN RANGE

The Mission Spirit features a straight barrel with a small radius nose.
The design consists of two distinct regions, each possessing its own
style of radial grooving and is completed by the inclusion of the
Mission logo laser etched into the rear of the barrel.

Model 3
Available Weights: 22, 24g, 26g
Match Weighted to ± 0.05g

STEEL TIP DARTS
33

90% TUNGSTEN RANGE

The Mission Spirit consists of a front loaded highly contoured barrel
with a large radius nose. Shark micro-grooves feature in the thicker
front portion of the barrel giving way to radial and shark grooves in
the rear and ﬁnally the laser etched Mission logo.

Model 6
Available Weights: 21g, 23g
Match Weighted to ± 0.05g

STEEL TIP DARTS
34

80% TUNGSTEN RANGE

The Mission Deep Impact features a straight barrel with a radius nose.
Ultraﬁne radial grooves are incorporated along the entire length of the barrel.
The striking and durable titanium nitride coating, applied by Physical Vapour
Deposition (PVD), is complimented by four contrasting orange rings and the
Mission logo, laser etched into the rear of the barrel.

Model 4
Available Weights: 22g, 24g, 26g
Match Weighted to ± 0.05g

STEEL TIP DARTS
35

80% TUNGSTEN RANGE

The Mission Deep Impact consists of a slightly front loaded highly contoured
barrel. Radial grooves in the thicker front portion of the barrel give way to a
microgrip scallop in the centre. The striking and durable titanium nitride
coating, applied by Physical Vapour Deposition (PVD), is complimented by
two pairs of contrasting red rings. The stunning design is completed by
the Mission logo, laser etched into the rear of the barrel.

Model 5
Available Weights: 22g, 24g
Match Weighted to ± 0.05g

STEEL TIP DARTS
36

80% TUNGSTEN RANGE

The Mission Deep Impact features a straight barrel with a small
tapered nose. Both shark and ﬁne radial grooves are incorporated
along the length of the barrel. The striking and durable titanium
nitride coating, applied by Physical Vapour Deposition (PVD), is
complimented by four contrasting blue rings. Finally this stunning
design is completed by the inclusion of the Mission logo, laser
etched into the rear of the barrel.

Model 1
Available Weights: 21g, 23g, 25g
Match Weighted to ± 0.05g

STEEL TIP DARTS
37

80% TUNGSTEN RANGE

The Mission Force features a straight barrel with radial nose.
This design incorporates two distinct bands of radial v-grooves
separated by three vibrant coloured rings, the hallmark of the
Force collection. Finally the Mission Logo is laser etched into
the rear of the barrel.

Model 11
Available Weights: 22g, 24g, 26g
Match Weighted to ± 0.05g

STEEL TIP DARTS
38

80% TUNGSTEN RANGE

The Mission Force features a straight barrel with a radius nose.
Precision ultrathin radial grooves feature across the length of
the barrel, alongside three vibrant coloured rings and the
laser etched Mission logo at the rear.

Model 25
Available Weights: 22g, 24g, 26g
Match Weighted to ± 0.05g

STEEL TIP DARTS
39

80% TUNGSTEN RANGE

The Mission Force features a straight, slimline barrel with a tapered
nose. There are two distinctive regions of knurling complimented by
radial grooving and three vibrant coloured rings, alongside the
Mission logo laser etched into the rear of the barrel.

Model 26
Available Weights: 21g, 23g, 25g
Match Weighted to ± 0.05g

STEEL TIP DARTS
40

80% TUNGSTEN RANGE

The Mission Octane incorporates a torpedo design where the long
tapered nose, complete with radial grooves, transitions into a ﬂat
mid micro-grooved area. A tapered rear section is enhanced with
three distinct bands of ﬁne grooving, with the laser etched
Mission logo completing the design.

Model 2
Available Weights: 21g, 23g
Match Weighted to ± 0.05g

STEEL TIP DARTS
41

80% TUNGSTEN RANGE

The Mission Octane features a cut in radius nose leading into a
front sector consisting of shark and radial grooves. The barrel
then narrows to the rear, incorporating a ﬁne radial groove and
ﬁnally the laser etched Mission logo.

Model 3
Available Weights: 22g, 24g, 26g
Match Weighted to ± 0.05g

STEEL TIP DARTS
42

80% TUNGSTEN RANGE

The Mission Octane features a straight barrel with a radius nose.
Along the length of the barrel there is a variety of both ultraﬁne
and standard radial grooving, with the Mission logo laser
etched into the rear.

Model 5
Available Weights: 21g, 23g, 25g
Match Weighted to ± 0.05g

STEEL TIP DARTS
43

BRASS DART RANGE

The Mission Ardent represents a whole new level in brass dart
design and manufacture. The Mission Ardent has a bull nose and
straight barrel, tapering to the rear and features a lustrous nickel
coating with ﬁne radial grooves and alternating re-machined
grooves. The stunning design is complemented by the Mission
logo, laser etched into the rear portion of the barrel.

Model 1
Available Weights: 23g

STEEL TIP DARTS
44

BRASS DART RANGE

The Mission Ardent represents a whole new level in brass dart
design and manufacture. The Ardent features a radius nose which
moves into a straight central region of the dart barrel, ﬁnally
ﬂowing into a long tapered section in the rear. The nickel plated
barrel features alternating razorgrip and radial ring grip, using remachining to deliver a simply stunning ﬁnish. Finally, the laser
etched Mission logo completes this fantastic design.

Model 2
Available Weights: 24g

STEEL TIP DARTS
45

95% TUNGSTEN RANGE

The Mission Kronos Soft Tip consists of a slender torpedo design
with a variety of radial grooves featuring throughout. The tapered
rear portion of the dart incorporates Mission’s new Iso-Grip
technology and laser etched Mission logo. The parallel milled
cuts and alternating isogons are highlighted by a visually
stunning ocean blue titanium nitride PVD coating.

Model 2
Available Weights: 20g
Match Weighted to ± 0.05g

SOFT TIP DARTS
46

95% TUNGSTEN RANGE

The Mission Kronos Soft Tip consists of a straight barrel featuring a
variety of radial grooves throughout. The rear portion of the dart
incorporates Mission’s new Iso-Grip technology and laser etched
Mission logo. The alternating milled cuts enhance grip and are
completed by the visually stunning ocean blue titanium nitride
PVD coating. This PVD coating is also applied to 3 radial
grooves in the front section of the barrel and alternating
isogons in the rear.

Model 3
Available Weights: 19g
Match Weighted to ± 0.05g

SOFT TIP DARTS
47

95% TUNGSTEN RANGE

The Mission Kuro soft tip features a straight barrel design
with radial grooves across the length of the dart. Re-machined
grooves and milled cuts then provide a striking contrast against
the black titanium nitride PVD coating, further enhanced by the
laser etched Mission logo.

Model 1
Complete Weights: 21g, 23g (Barrel Weights: 19g, 21g)
Match Weighted to ± 0.05g

SOFT TIP DARTS
48

95% TUNGSTEN RANGE

The Mission Kuro soft tip beneﬁts from a fully contoured black
titanium nitride PVD coated barrel. Microgrips and radial grooves
are complimented by re-machined ﬁne shark cuts and intricate
parallel milled cuts. The Kuro is completed by the inclusion of the
Mission logo, laser etched into the rear of the barrel.

Model 2
Complete Weights: 19g, 21g (Barrel Weights: 17.5g, 19.5g)
Match Weighted to ± 0.05g

SOFT TIP DARTS
49

95% TUNGSTEN RANGE

The Mission Kuro soft tip is a black titanium nitride PVD coated
dart that tapers from the centre of the barrel to both the front
and rear. The dart features radial grooves and, in the rear
portion of the barrel, Mission’s Iso-Grip. The laser etched
Mission logo, accompanied by re-machined radial grooves
and milled cuts, ensure a striking visual impact from the Kuro.

Model 3
Complete Weights: 20g, 22g (Barrel Weights: 18g, 20g)
Match Weighted to ± 0.05g

SOFT TIP DARTS
50

95% TUNGSTEN RANGE

The Mission Kuro soft tip incorporates a torpedo barrel design
that tapers to the rear. The black titanium nitride PVD coated
dart includes radial and ﬁne shark cuts throughout with
contrasting re-machined milled parallel cuts across the length
of the barrel, alongside the laser etched Mission logo.

Model 4
Complete Weights: 19g, 21g (Barrel Weights: 17g, 19g)
Match Weighted to ± 0.05g

SOFT TIP DARTS
51

90% TUNGSTEN RANGE

The Mission Reiki consists of a slight radius nose leading into a slender
taper which progresses from the nose to the rear of the barrel. Across
the length of the barrel a variety of radial grooves are accentuated by
the stunning red electroplate ﬁnish, the signature of the Reiki dart. In
contrast to the vibrant red, parallel re-machined milled cuts feature
throughout. The dart is completed by the inclusion of the Mission
logo, laser etched into the rear of the barrel.

Model 1
Available in three weights: 18g, 20g
Match Weighted to ± 0.05g

SOFT TIP DARTS
52

90% TUNGSTEN RANGE

The Mission Reiki consists of a straight barrel featuring a variety of
radial grooves throughout. These precision grooves are accentuated
by the stunning red electroplate ﬁnish, the signature of the Reiki
dart. In contrast to the vibrant red, parallel re-machined milled cuts
feature along the length of the barrel. The dart is completed by
the inclusion of the laser etched Mission logo.

Model 3
Available in three weights: 19g, 21g
Match Weighted to ± 0.05g

SOFT TIP DARTS
53

90% TUNGSTEN RANGE

The Mission Quadrant features fully contoured, front loaded design
leading into a straight rear section of the barrel. Radial grooves and
precision parallel milled cuts combine along the central region of the
barrel to generate Mission’s new Quadrant Grip. A durable black
titanium nitride coating is located within the cuts, in sharp contrast to
the tungsten barrel. This stunning dart is completed by the Mission
logo, laser etched into the rear of the barrel.

Model 3
Available in two weights: 19g, 21g
Match Weighted to ± 0.05g

SOFT TIP DARTS
54

90% TUNGSTEN RANGE

The Mission Quadrant features a straight barrel design. Regions in both the
front and rear of the barrel incorporate Mission’s new Quadrant Grip. Radial
grooves and precision parallel milled cuts combine to generate Mission’s
latest grip. A durable black titanium nitride coating is located within the
cuts, in sharp contrast to the tungsten barrel. This stunning dart is
completed by the Mission logo, laser etched into the rear of the barrel.

Model 4
Available in three weights: 18g, 20g
Match Weighted to ± 0.05g

SOFT TIP DARTS
55

90% TUNGSTEN RANGE

The Mission Nightfall features a straight barrel design. The ringed front and
central region then progresses into a very ﬁnely tapered rear, which
incorporates an ultra ﬁne ringed grip. During its production the barrel
undergoes both black and blue electroplating, providing a sharp
contrast to the tungsten that’s exposed by our precision re-machining
process. Completed by the Mission logo, laser etched into the rear of
the barrel, the Mission Nightfall is visually stunning!

Model 1
Available in three weights: 18g, 20g, 22g
Match Weighted to ± 0.05g

SOFT TIP DARTS
56

90% TUNGSTEN RANGE

The Mission Nightfall features a straight barrel design and a tapered
nose. The ringed front and central region progresses immediately
into a very ﬁnely tapered rear, which incorporates an ultra ﬁne
ringed grip. During production the barrel undergoes both black
and blue electroplating, providing a sharp contrast to the
tungsten that’s exposed by our precision re-machining process.
The Mission logo, laser etched into the rear of the barrel,
completes the stunning Mission Nightfall.

Model 2
Available in one weight: 19g
Match Weighted to ± 0.05g

SOFT TIP DARTS
57

90% TUNGSTEN RANGE

The Mission Nightfall features a dual taper barrel design. The leading
straight taper is ringed whereas the rear taper, which sees the barrel
narrow in the ﬁnal third, incorporates an ultra ﬁne ringed grip. During its
production the barrel undergoes both black and blue electroplating,
providing a sharp contrast to the tungsten that’s exposed by our
precision re-machining process. Finally, to complete this spectacular
dart, the Mission logo is laser etched into the rear of the barrel.

Model 3
Available in one weight: 20g
Match Weighted to ± 0.05g

SOFT TIP DARTS
58

90% TUNGSTEN RANGE

The Mission Nightfall features a fully contoured barrel. The ringed front and
central portion of the barrel then progresses into an ultra ﬁne ringed grip
in the rear. During production the barrel undergoes both black and blue
electroplating, providing a sharp contrast to the tungsten exposed by
precision re-machining. Completed by the Mission logo, laser etched
into the rear of the barrel, the Mission Nightfall is simply stunning!

Model 4
Available in two weights: 19g, 21g
Match Weighted to ± 0.05g

SOFT TIP DARTS
59

90% TUNGSTEN RANGE

The Mission Axiom soft tip incorporates a slim torpedo design
with radial grooves in the front portion and shark cuts in the rear.
Full length parallel milled cuts are highlighted by a visually
stunning ocean blue titanium nitride PVD coating. The Mission
logo, laser etched, features at the rear of the barrel.

Model 1
Available Weights: 19g, 21g
Match Weighted to ± 0.05g

SOFT TIP DARTS
60

90% TUNGSTEN RANGE

The Mission Nero Soft Tip features a straight barrel with varied
radial grooves throughout. The durable titanium nitride PVD
coating has undergone further re-machining with additional
radial grooving and alternating milled parallel cuts throughout
the rear portion of the barrel. The overall design, enhanced
by the laser etched Mission logo, is exceptional.

Model 1
Available Weights: 18g, 20g
Match Weighted to ± 0.05g

SOFT TIP DARTS
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90% TUNGSTEN RANGE

The Mission Rebus soft tip consists of a straight front section of
radial grooves and parallel milled cuts. The large rear portion
features scalloped ﬁne radial grooves and is completed by
the Mission logo, laser etched into the barrel.

Model 1
Available Weights: 18g, 20g
Match Weighted to ± 0.05g

SOFT TIP DARTS
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90% TUNGSTEN RANGE

The Mission spirit soft Tip features a combination of micro
shark, shark and radial grooves across the length of the
barrel. The design is completed by the inclusion of the
Mission logo, laser etched into the rear of the barrel.

Model 4
Available Weights: 20g, 22g
Match Weighted to ± 0.05g

SOFT TIP DARTS
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80% TUNGSTEN RANGE

The Mission Deep Impact features a straight barrel. Both shark
and ﬁne radial grooves are incorporated along the length of the
barrel. The striking and durable titanium nitride coating, applied
by Physical Vapour Deposition (PVD), is complimented by four
contrasting blue rings and the Mission logo which is laser
etched into the rear of the barrel.

Model 4
Available Weights: 19g, 21g
Match Weighted to ± 0.05g

SOFT TIP DARTS
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80% TUNGSTEN RANGE

The Mission Deep Impact features a straight barrel. Ultraﬁne radial
grooves are incorporated along the entire length of the barrel.
The striking and durable titanium nitride coating, applied by
Physical Vapour Deposition (PVD), is complimented by four
contrasting red rings. The design is completed by the Mission
logo, laser etched into the rear of the barrel.

Model 3
Available Weights: 18g, 20g
Match Weighted to ± 0.05g

SOFT TIP DARTS
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80% TUNGSTEN RANGE

The Mission Force soft tip features a straight barrel. This design
incorporates two distinct bands of radial v-grooves, accentuated by
three vibrant coloured rings, the hallmark of the Force collection.
Finally the Mission logo is laser etched into the rear of the barrel.

Model 2
Available Weights: 19g, 21g
Match Weighted to ± 0.05g

SOFT TIP DARTS
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80% TUNGSTEN RANGE

The Mission Octane soft tip features a straight barrel, along its
length there is a variety of both ultraﬁne and standard radial
grooving. The laser etched Mission logo compliments the
rear section of the barrel.

Model 1
Available Weights: 18g, 20g
Match Weighted to ± 0.05g

SOFT TIP DARTS
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BRASS DART RANGE

The Mission Ardent represents a whole new level in brass dart
design and manufacture. The Ardent has a straight barrel, tapering
to the rear and features a lustrous nickel coating with ﬁne radial
grooves and alternating re-machined grooves. The stunning
design is complemented by the Mission logo, laser etched into
the rear portion of the barrel.

Model 1
Available Weights: 18g

SOFT TIP DARTS
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BRASS DART RANGE

The Mission Ardent represents a whole new level in brass dart design
and manufacture. The Ardent features a straight central region of the
dart barrel which ﬂows into a long tapered section in the rear. The nickel
plated barrel features alternating razorgrip and radial ring grip, using
re-machining to deliver a simply stunning ﬁnish. Finally, the laser
etched Mission logo completes this fantastic design.

Model 2
Available Weights: 18g

SOFT TIP DARTS
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SAMURAI
The Mission Samurai is a top quality dartboard with ultra thin wire

less bounce outs and damage to the darts.
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Key Features:
• Competition Standard
• High Quality African Sisal
• Ultra Thin Wire Construction
• Staple Free
• Larger Scoring Areas
• Vibrant Non Fade Colours

DARTBOARDS
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AXIS
The Mission Axis is a high quality dartboard with triangular wire
construction. The angled edges of the wires deﬂect the darts

damage to the darts.
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Key Features:
• Competition Standard
• High Quality Brazilian Sisal
• Triangular Wire Construction
• Large Scoring Areas
• Vibrant Non Fade Colours
• White Number Ring

DARTBOARDS
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APOLLO
The Mission Apollo is an ideal entry level dartboard with
a round wire construction. Made with Chinese Sisal the

ideal for beginners.
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Apollo is a well built, robust and sturdy practice board
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Key Features:
• Sturdy Construction
• Made With Chinese Sisal
• Round Wire Construction
• Staple Free Bullseye
• Bright Coloured Scoring Areas

DARTBOARDS
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CABINETS
Mission dartboard cabinets are available
in a range of 3 fun and contemporary
printed designs and also in classic
black. The Mission Dartboard Cabinet
is highly durable, featuring robust
hinges and reinforced corners for
extra strength and stability. Easy
wipe score boards are integrated
into the rear of each door and
each cabinet is supplied with a
markerboard pen and ﬁxing kit.

ACCESSORIES - CABINETS
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HOME DARTS CENTRE
The Mission Home Dart Centre provides everything
you need to enjoy darts at home. The cabinet is
available in plain black or with a printed design
on the front. Bespoke options are available for
the Mission Home Darts Centre, please contact
us for more details.

Plain Black

Double Top Printed Design

The centre consists of:
• Mission Wooden Dartboard Cabinet in
either double top or classic plain black
design, featuring reinforced corners,
sturdy hinges and all ﬁxings
• Mission Apollo Sisal Dartboard with
staple free bullseye
• Two sets of brass darts, complete with
shafts and ﬂights
• Two drywipe scoreboards, integrated
into the cabinet doors
• One drywipe marker

ACCESSORIES
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SURROUNDS - MISSION LOGO
The Mission dartboard surround, constructed from a high
quality ﬂexible polymer, is extremely durable and is
speciﬁcally designed to conceal penetration marks from
darts. The surround ﬁts tightly around the dartboard,
removing the need for any additional ﬁxings. This
surround featuring the Mission name and logo
at either side, is available in red, blue and
black. The high quality ﬁnish of the
surround makes it perfect for
additional personalisation.

ACCESSORIES - SURROUNDS
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SURROUNDS - PLAIN
The Mission dartboard surround, constructed from a high
quality ﬂexible polymer, is extremely durable and is
speciﬁcally designed to conceal penetration marks
from darts. The surround ﬁts tightly around the
dartboard, removing the need for any additional
ﬁxings. This surround is available in plain red,
blue and black. The high quality ﬁnish of
the surround makes it perfect for
additional personalisation.

ACCESSORIES - SURROUNDS
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DART MATS - CARPET
The Mission carpet darts mat is constructed from
hardwearing nylon that has been woven into a
durable rubber non slip underlay. The carpet
mat incorporates both official tournament
speciﬁcation oche measurements and the
Mission logo. The mat’s lightweight
construction means that it is easy to
roll out, transport and store away.

ACCESSORIES - MATS
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DART MATS - RUBBER
The Mission darts mat is a professional heavy duty
rubber dart mat constructed from the highest
quality synthetic rubber. Its thick gauge ensures
that the mat is both hardwearing and stable
when used in play. The heavy duty mat
incorporates official tournament speciﬁcation
oche measurements and the Mission logo.

ACCESSORIES - MATS
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ROTAPRO PORTABLE DARTS TRAVEL STAND
The Mission RotaPro Portable travel stand is
the perfect accompaniment for those who
need their dartboard to be portable. The
stand requires just a single screw for
mounting to the back of the dartboard
and can be built or dismantled in under
a minute. The dartboard can then be
easily rotated into position from the
front while still providing an extremely
stable mount for your dartboard.

ACCESSORIES
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100 MICRON UV FLIGHTS
Mission Flint and Flint-X spot UV
ﬂights are constructed from a sturdy

FLINT

100 micron material, giving the
ﬂights durability and a highly
consistent performance. The
production process utilises the
latest print technology to give
these ﬂights a striking visual
ﬁnish alongside a micro
textured surface, maintaining
excellent grip to the shaft.

FLINT-X

FLIGHTS
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100 MICRON UV FLIGHTS
Mission Mesh and Flare Spot UV Flights are
constructed from a sturdy 100 micron material that

FLARE

gives these ﬂights durability and a highly consistent
performance. The Mission ﬂight production process
utilises the latest print technology to give the
ﬂights a striking visual ﬁnish alongside a micro
textured surface, maintaining excellent grip to
the shaft. The Mission Mesh dart ﬂights are
available in standard, pear, kite and slim shapes
and in a range of nine exciting colours.

Kite

MESH - Standard

Pear

Slim

FLIGHTS
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100 MICRON UV FLIGHTS
Mission Tux and Admiral spot UV ﬂights are
constructed from a sturdy 100 micron material,

TUX

giving the ﬂights durability and a highly
consistent performance. The production
process utilises the latest print technology
to give these ﬂights a striking visual ﬁnish
alongside a micro textured surface,
maintaining excellent grip to the shaft.

ADMIRAL

FLIGHTS
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100 MICRON UV FLIGHTS
Mission Shades spot UV ﬂights are constructed
from a sturdy 100 micron material, giving the ﬂights

SHADES

durability and a highly consistent performance.

Available in
ten colours
and four
shapes

The production process utilises the latest print
technology to give these ﬂights a striking visual
ﬁnish alongside a micro textured surface,
maintaining excellent grip to the shaft.

No 2 Std

No 6 Std

Kite

Slim

FLIGHTS
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100 MICRON FLIGHTS
Mission 100 Micron Flights are constructed from a
sturdy 100 micron material, giving these ﬂights

ASTRAL

durability and a highly consistent performance.
The Mission ﬂight production process utilises
the latest print technology to give the ﬂights a
striking visual ﬁnish.

NOVA

FLIGHTS
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100 MICRON UV FLIGHTS
Mission Logo 100 spot UV ﬂights are constructed from a
sturdy 100 micron material, giving the ﬂights durability and

MISSION LOGO 100

a highly consistent performance. The production process
utilises the latest print technology to give these ﬂights a
striking visual ﬁnish alongside a micro textured surface,
maintaining excellent grip to the shaft. The Mission
Logo 100 ﬂights feature a metallic like satin-matt base
ﬁnish with a black spot UV Mission logo. The Mission
Logo 100 Black version features a satin-matt base
ﬁnish with a coloured spot UV Mission logo

MISSION LOGO 100 BLACK

FLIGHTS
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150 MICRON UV FLIGHTS
MISSION LOGO 150
Mission Logo 150 spot UV Flights are constructed from an
extremely durable 150 micron material, giving these ﬂights
supreme durability and consistency. The Mission ﬂight
production process utilises the latest print technology to
give the ﬂights a striking visual ﬁnish alongside a matt
surface, maintaining excellent grip to the shaft.

FLIGHTS
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100 MICRON FLIGHTS
SOLO FLIGHTS
Mission 100 Micron ﬂights are constructed from
a sturdy 100 micron material, giving these
ﬂights durability and a highly consistent
performance. The Mission ﬂight production
process utilises the latest print technology
to give the ﬂights a striking visual ﬁnish.

NIGHTFALL

REIKI

QUADRANT

NERO

KURO

AXIOM

KRONOS

REBUS

FLIGHTS
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NYLON SHAFTS

Mission Grip Lock shafts are made of tough
durable nylon and are available in a range
of ten vibrant colours and three lengths.
Together with Mission S-Lock rings, these
strong shafts provide a lock tight grip on

SHORT

TWEENIE

48mm

34mm

41mm

your favourite ﬂights.

MEDIUM

SHAFTS
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ALIMIX SPIN SHAFTS
The Mission Alimix Spin dart shafts are precision
made aluminium shafts with replaceable spinning
tops. The robust Alimix shafts, in either black or

striking colours, have been engineered to spin

47mm

37mm

The Mission Alimix Spin tops, offered in six

42mm

silver, are available in medium, tweenie and short.

freely on the Mission Alimix Spin dart shaft.
The spinning tops secure tightly to the shaft
whilst being easy to change.
SHORT

TWEENIE

MEDIUM

SHAFTS
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ALICROSS SHAFTS
Mission Alicross dart shafts are precision
engineered to offer players all the beneﬁts of a

however the player receives all the beneﬁts of a
stronger metal shaft that doesn’t need a ring to grip the

metal shaft, but with the characteristics of a nylon

ﬂight. The Mission Alicross Dart Shaft opens up a whole

shaft. For each shaft length the Mission Alicross

new choice for players who usually choose nylon shafts.

Dart Shaft matches the dimensions and weight

Available in medium, tweenie and short.

of a dart ﬁtted with a traditional nylon shaft,
and there is no increase in length between
the barrel and the ﬂight. When using Mission
Alicross there is no change in either
aerodynamic proﬁle or dart trajectory

SHORT

TWEENIE

41mm

27mm

34mm

compared to the equivalent nylon shaft,

MEDIUM

SHAFTS
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CARBON FIBRE SHAFTS
Mission Carbon dart shafts are manufactured
from a carbon composite material which
offers exceptional strength. The slimline
shaft, featuring a design inspired by
traditional metal shafts, grips ﬂights ﬁrmly
without the need for a ring. Mission
Carbon dart shafts are available in

SHORT

TWEENIE

46mm

36mm

41mm

medium, tweenie and short.

MEDIUM

SHAFTS
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R-POINT EXPERT REPOINTING TOOL
The Mission R-Point Expert is the perfect tool for
repointing any steel tip dart. The robust construction
ensures excellent grip at the point clamp and the heavy
duty sliding bar provides great leverage, resulting in a
strong and consistent turning force when removing
the original point and inserting the new one. The tool
is supplied with three Allen keys and a durable faux
leather case with pockets for the repointer, tools
and replacement points.

ACCESSORIES
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DART & ACCESSORY PACKS
90 PIECE DART & ACCESSORY SET
The Mission 90 Piece Dart & Accessory Set includes two sets of darts and the
widest range of essential dart accessories. This comprehensive set contains two
sets of coated 24g steel tip brass barrels featuring a ringed grip throughout (the
soft tip set contains two sets of coated 18g soft tip brass barrels), six sets of
nylon shafts, six sets of Mission 100 micron ﬂights in a range of colours,
sixteen ﬂight protectors and thirtytwo shaft springs. The Mission 90 piece
Dart & Accessory Set is a superb gift set for beginners, providing new
players with everything needed to go out there and play darts!

FIVE FLIGHT SELECTION PACK
The Mission Flight Selection Pack contains ﬁve sets of Mission
ﬂights in white, red, green, blue and black. The ﬂights are
constructed from a sturdy 100 micron material, ensuring durability
and a highly consistent performance. The Mission ﬂight production
process provides the ﬂights with a striking visual ﬁnish.

ACCESSORIES
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POINTS
PROBE DART POINTS
Mission Probe V1 and V2 dart points are machined
points which feature precision grooves. Available in
black or chrome ﬁnish and in both 32mm and 36mm
length, Probe points provide players with additional
grip along the length of the point. Precision grooving

PROBE V1

doesn’t just look fantastic, it also increases the
surface area of the point which increases friction
with the sisal of the dartboard and signiﬁcantly
reduces bounce outs.

PROBE V2

GLIDE DART POINTS
Mission Glide dart points offer players an
unrivalled choice, with the widest range of point
lengths within the industry. Mission Points are
manufactured to the highest standards of
precision and ﬁnish, all our black, chrome, gold
and rainbow points are available in 30mm, 32mm,
34mm, 36mm, 38mm and 40mm length.

ACCESSORIES - POINTS
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TITAN PRO CONVERSION POINTS
The Mission Titan Pro Titanium conversion point

GROOVED

SMOOTH

transforms your soft tip darts, so you’re ready to
play the steel tip game. The Titan Pro is crafted
from titanium which ensures extreme strength,
low density and tremendous resistance to
corrosion. The contouring, intricate machining
and precision grooving on Mission Titan Pro
points provides additional grip for players,
and looks simply stunning. Available in silver
or black, 26mm, 30mm and 34mm lengths
and supplied with silicon O-rings attached.

26mm

30mm

34mm

ACCESSORIES - POINTS
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TITAN PRO SOFT TIP POINTS
The Mission Titan Pro Soft Tip Point is a high quality,
tough and durable soft tip available in a range of
vibrant colours. The Mission production process
utilises the highest quality polymers which
ensures strength and consistency. The use of
premium pigments during the polymerisation
process provides each Mission Titan Pro Soft
Tip Point with its intense colour.

Each pack contains 50 Points.

ACCESSORIES - POINTS
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F-PROTECT FLIGHT PROTECTORS
The Mission F-Protect ﬂight protector is both
lightweight and durable, protecting your ﬂights
from damage and stabilising the ﬂight when the
dart is thrown. The anodised aluminium ﬂight
protector is available in 10 striking colours.

ACCESSORIES
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O-RING APPLICATOR
The Mission O Ring Applicator is a handy tool which allows
players to quickly and accurately place o-rings onto shafts and
conversion points. The tool is speciﬁcally designed to ensure
O-rings are precisely located onto your accessories and also
retains the o-rings securely on the tool until they are needed.
The Mission O-Ring Applicator is supplied with twelve
O-rings already loaded onto the tool.

ACCESSORIES
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SHARPENERS
DUPLEX SHARPENING STONE
The Mission Duplex sharpening stone is a pocket sized
double sided sharpening stone that provides both
coarse and ﬁne sharpening of your dart points. The
Mission Duplex sharpening stone gives players
maximum control when sharpening points, resulting
in fewer bounce outs and more consistent scoring.

ROUGH

SMOOTH

V-SHARP SHARPENING STONE

KEYRING SHARPENER

The Mission V-Sharp sharpening stone is a pocket

The Mission keyring dart sharpener

sized dart point sharpener to help you keep your points

ensures you can always keep your points

in perfect condition. The V-groove locates the tip of the

in perfect condition, no matter where you

point for even and consistent sharpening every time.

are. The handy sharpener contains a
durable round sharpening stone, wrapped
in sturdy faux leather and attached to a
strong stainless steel ring.

ACCESSORIES
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GRIP WAX
Mission Grip Wax is a colourful high quality ﬁnger
grip wax with a distinctive scent. Mission Grip
Wax signiﬁcantly enhances grip when applied
to the ﬁngers before play, and can then be
used throughout the match to maintain grip.
Available in strawberry, grape, apple or
blueberry scent.

Size: 45mm x 32mm x 7mm.

ACCESSORIES
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BROKEN SHAFT REMOVER
The Mission Aluminium Broken Shaft Remover can remove broken shafts
and broken soft tip threads with ease. This durable tool has teeth which
lock securely onto the broken shaft or soft tip, allowing you to simply
unscrew the thread. Available in red, blue, silver and black.

ACCESSORIES
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ALIFIX PRO SOFT TIP REMOVAL TOOL
The Mission AliFix Pro soft tip board extractor tool is
precision engineered, ensuring that any broken soft tip
points can be easily removed from your soft tip
dartboard. The design of the Mission AliFix Pro allows
the broken tip to be pushed safely through the board
without damaging to the scoring segment. Available
in red, blue, silver and black.

ACCESSORIES
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F-LOCK PRO
The F-Lock Pro is a superior ﬂight punch that can be used as
part of our F-Lock ﬂight and ring system, as well as being

Available in these six colours:

compatible with all standard rings and springs. It is used
to punch a hole through the ﬂight so that a ring can be
inserted into the resulting hole and then placed over the
shaft - creating a strong grip that keeps the ﬂight ﬁrmly
in place. The punch has been ergonomically designed
for a comfortable grip and is available in six colours.

ACCESSORIES - FLIGHT PUNCH
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RINGS
Mission F-Lock rings are used with ﬂights that have been

F-LOCK RINGS

prepared with our F-Lock Pro ﬂight punch. Available in ﬁve
colours, these strong anodized aluminium rings keep the
ﬂight tightly locked in place.

Mission S-Lock rings are the premium machined
aluminium rings used on Mission GripLock shafts.
The Mission S-Lock ring, available in black and silver,
ensures that your ﬂights are held securely.

F-LOCK TITANIUM
The Mission F-Lock Titanium ring is used with ﬂights
prepared by the Mission F-Lock punch. Constructed
from titanium, the ultimate engineering metal, the
ring is far lighter and stronger than standard rings.

S-LOCK RINGS

S-LOCK TITANIUM
The Mission S-Lock Titanium ring is used with
Mission Grip Lock shafts. Constructed from
titanium, the ring is both lighter and stronger than
standard aluminium rings and gives exceptional
durability and performance.

ACCESSORIES
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LUXOR
The Mission Luxor is a stylish and highly robust extra large
darts case made from a durable EVA material. The Luxor
contains two adjustable EVA inserts which allows you to

Available in ﬁve colours:
Charcoal
Green
Black
Blue
Red

securely store and transport four sets of assembled darts,
whatever the length of your setup! Two removable
Perspex tubes are included, ideal to store points and
other small accessories. The case also features sixteen
ﬂight storage pockets, ﬁfteen individual shaft storage
pockets and an additional large zipped compartment.

Dimensions: 185mm x 225mm x 85mm

ACCESSORIES - CASES & WALLETS
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FREEDOM XL
The Mission Freedom XL is a stylish darts case
made from a durable EVA material. It is large
enough to ﬁt a full set of three assembled darts,
with extra sets of ﬂights, stems and a range of

Available in ﬁve colours:
Charcoal
Green
Black
Blue
Red

accessories. An adjustable EVA insert allows
any length of fully assembled dart to be held
safely and securely. The XL is available in six
vibrant colours and looks fantastic with the
Mission logo embossed into the rear.
Dimensions: 120mm x 200mm x 40mm

ACCESSORIES - CASES & WALLETS
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FREEDOM SLIM
The Mission Freedom Slim is a stylish slimline
darts case made from a durable EVA material.
The case carries a full set of three assembled
darts, alongside ﬂights, stems and other

Available in ﬁve colours:
Charcoal
Green
Black
Blue
Red

accessories. An adjustable EVA insert allows
any length of fully assembled dart to be held
safely and securely. The Slim is available in
six vibrant colours and looks fantastic with
the Mission logo embossed into the rear.
Dimensions: 88mm x 215mm x 48mm

ACCESSORIES - CASES & WALLETS
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SPORT 8 DART WALLET
The Mission Sport 8 darts case is a stunning bar
wallet available in a range of eight striking colours.
The black wallet, complemented by contrasting
stitching and coloured Mission logo, can store a
full set of darts and ﬂights.

ACCESSORIES - CASES & WALLETS
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FLINT WALLET
The Mission Flint Wrap Wallet is the perfect darts storage system
when you’re on the move. The textured faux leather construction
is hardwearing and looks great, accentuated by the Flint design
and Mission logo in contrasting colours. The wrap wallet holds
a set of fully assembled darts and is designed to carry all your
essential accessories too with ﬁve ﬂight pockets, six shaft
pockets and card holder incorporated into its design.
Finally a stainless steel eyelet, rear zipped pocket and
secure magnetic closure guarantee your darts and
accessories remain protected.

ACCESSORIES - CASES & WALLETS
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POD DART HOLDER
The Mission Pod is an innovative rigid EVA darts holder. Simply insert a
set of darts into the top of the holder and the angled foam interior
ensures that each dart is securely gripped. The hardwearing exterior
is exceptionally strong, offering fantastic protection for your darts
when you’re on the move. The Pod is practical, as well as portable,
featuring an elasticated pocket to the rear for all your essential
accessories and a stainless steel eyelet. The holder is ﬁnished
with contrasting white stitching and the Mission logo.

ACCESSORIES - CASES & WALLETS
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METAL OCHES
The Mission Pro Steel Oche is a highly robust and
durable retractable steel oche, available in yellow or
white. The oche secures ﬁrmly to the ﬂoor via pegs
that locate snugly into the ﬁttings provided, meaning
the oche can be placed or removed in seconds.

Floor ﬁttings (supplied)

The Mission Steel Oche is a retractable metal
oche which secures ﬁrmly to the ﬂoor via pegs that
locate snugly into the ﬁttings provided, meaning
the oche can be placed or removed in seconds.

ACCESSORIES - OCHES
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THROWLINES
Mission throwline oches employ vibrant and
contemporary designs to clearly mark the
position of the throwline, with the distances
clearly shown in metric and imperial units.
The top sides are ﬁnished with a durable
matt laminate to minimise wear and tear
whilst reducing glare, and the undersides
have a strong 3M adhesive backing so
that they can be ﬁxed securely in place.

ACCESSORIES - OCHES
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ACRLYIC SCORE BOARDS
The Mission White Acrylic Markerboard utilises an innovative
reverse printed construction which provides unrivalled durability
and ease of cleaning. The strong acrylic writing surface is
highly resistant to staining, even after prolonged use. Both
Mission Scoreboards are supplied with screws and 3M

Cricket Scoreboard

adhesive ﬁxing kits.

Durable easy wipe writing surface

501 Scoreboard

Printed on the back of 3mm acrylic

ACCESSORIES
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ACRLYIC SCORE BOARDS
The Mission Black Acrylic Markerboard utilises an innovative
reverse printed construction which provides unrivalled
durability and ease of cleaning. The Perspex writing surface
is highly resistant to staining, even after prolonged use, and
the board is supplied with both screw and 3M adhesive

Cricket Scoreboard

ﬁxing kits. In our opinion this is the best black markerboard
on the market! The Mission Black Acrylic Markerboard is
not suitable for use with blackboard chalk.

Durable easy wipe writing surface

501 Scoreboard

Printed on the back of 3mm acrylic

ACCESSORIES
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REVERSIBLE CHALK SCORE BOARDS
The Mission Reversible Chalk Markerboard has
been cleverly designed to incorporate scoring
for 501 on one side and cricket on the other.
The microtextured surface ensures the chalk
marks clearly on the markerboard, yet is

Cricket Chalk Scoreboard

cleaned away with a wipe. The board is
supplied pre drilled, so it can be easily hung,
turned and replaced in seconds. The
hardwearing markerboard features high
quality printing and a sturdy construction.

501 Chalk Scoreboard

ACCESSORIES
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DRY WIPE PENS
DRY WIPE MARKER PENS - COLOUR

MISSION WHITEBOARD KIT

Each Mission colours marker pens pack contains four high quality coloured

The Mission Whiteboard Kit is a handy combination for use with any

markerboard pens. Each marker pen features a sturdy bullet shaped nib and

markerboard. Two black markerboard pens, each featuring a bullet

utilises easy wipe ink that cleans quickly and easily from the markerboard.

nib and easy wipe ink, ﬁt snugly into the Mission eraser. The Mission
Whiteboard Kit keeps all your markerboard essentials close to hand.

DRY WIPE MARKER PENS - BLACK
Each Mission marker pens pack contains four black markerboard pens.
The pens feature a sturdy bullet shaped nib and utilise easy wipe ink
that cleans quickly and easily from the markerboard.

ACCESSORIES
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LIQUID CHALK MARKER PENS
LIQUID CHALK MARKER PENS - COLOUR
The Mission Liquid Chalk Markers are fantastic for use on all types of markerboard.
These pens provide a colourful alternative to chalk and traditional dry wipe markers.
The liquid chalk markers are non toxic, water based, odourless and provide vibrant
colours that can be simply wiped away. Each pack contains 8 differently coloured
markers and every marker is ﬁtted with a reversible nib that can be set to either
bullet or chisel. The pens can be used to write on all non porous surfaces.

LIQUID CHALK MARKER PENS - WHITE
The Mission White Liquid Chalk Markers are fantastic for use on all types of
markerboard. These pens provide a great alternative to chalk and traditional dry
wipe markers. The liquid chalk markers are non toxic, water based, odourless
and can be simply wiped away. Each pack contains four white markers and every
marker is ﬁtted with a reversible nib that can be set to either bullet or chisel. The
pens can be used to write on all non porous surfaces.

ACCESSORIES
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QUARK DIGITAL WEIGHING SCALE
The Mission Quark is a high precision digital pocket weighing
scale capable of recording masses of up to 300 grams, with
an accuracy of one hundredth of a gram (0.01g). The Mission
Quark is the ideal scale for providing highly accurate
weight measurements of both steel tip and soft tip darts.
The display is backlit in cool blue which ensures that
weights are clearly visible, even in low light conditions.
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RESTORE - WIRE BRUSH
The Mission Restore brush cleaning kit is a darts care system designed to
maintain and renew the performance of tungsten darts. The three cleaning
brushes provide a quick and simple multistage cleaning process, depending
upon the condition of your dart barrels and points. Each brush has been
carefully constructed so as not to damage tungsten’s metallic ﬁnish. The
heaviest oxidation is easily removed by the stainless steel bristle brush,
lighter tarnishing is quickly eliminated by the softer brass bristle brush
and then ﬁnal cleaning is achieved with the nylon bristle brush.
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FLUX HAND WARMERS
The Mission Flux Hand Warmer offers instant heat during the coldest of conditions. Simply
click the metallic disc and the crystallisation of the gel steadily releases heat to the hands,
maintaining grip and sensation in the ﬁngers. To regenerate, simply heat the hand warmer
in water until the crystals dissolve, and it is ready for use once again. The fun, ﬂight
shaped hand warmers are available in red, blue, green, purple and clear.
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ACRYLIC STANDS
MISSION CUBE STAND
The Mission Cube is a simple, yet stunning,
transparent acrylic dart display stand which
holds one set of assembled darts. The clear
acrylic, Mission logo and contrasting frosted
point locators look fantastic. The Mission
Cube is the perfect way to showcase that
extra special set of darts.

MISSION STATION 9
The Mission Station 9 is the ultimate acrylic
dart storage system. Up to three sets of
assembled darts can be stored and displayed,
alongside individual compartments for ﬁve sets
of stems and eight ﬂight slots, each slot
capable of holding two sets of ﬂights! There is
additional space to store rings, springs, points,
ﬂight protectors and all your dart essentials.
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ACRYLIC STANDS
MISSION STATION 12
The Mission Station 12 is a stunning acrylic
darts display arc which allows a player to
store and display up to four sets of darts.
The acrylic construction is sturdy, looks
simply fantastic and is easy to clean.
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KEYRINGS
The Mission keyring is a high quality silicone keyring available
in ﬁve striking colour variations. Each keyring, which boldly
displays the Mission name and logo, is constructed from
tough, ﬂexible black silicone combined with a sturdy
stainless steel chain.
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BADGES & PATCHES
IRON ON PATCH
The Mission Iron on Patch is a 102mm x 68mm
woven badge featuring the Mission name and
logo in white, contrasting against the rich black
background. The patch can either be ironed
or sewn onto your garment.

PIN BADGE
The Mission Pin Badge is an enamel badge featuring
the Mission logo in brilliant chrome set against a
gloss black enamel background. The pin is securely
fastened to clothing by the sturdy clasp included.
Diameter 25mm
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DART SHIRTS

The Exos Cool FX is a high performance dart shirt featuring an all black
design with coloured front section available in a range of stunning colours
and sizes from small to 5XL. The shirt is lightweight, comfortable, highly
breathable and able to be washed and worn repeatedly with no ironing
and no signiﬁcant colour loss. The shirt’s technical weave and synthetic
thread uses the scientiﬁc principle of capillary action to draw moisture
away from the body, reducing temperature and maximising comfort.
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DART SHIRTS

The Exos Cool SL is a high performance dart shirt featuring an all black design
with a coloured sleeve section available in a range of stunning colours and in
sizes from small to 5XL. The shirt is lightweight, comfortable, highly breathable
and able to be washed and worn repeatedly with no ironing and no signiﬁcant
colour loss. The shirt’s technical weave and synthetic thread uses the
scientiﬁc principle of capillary action to draw moisture away from the
body, reducing temperature and maximising comfort.
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